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In many real-world applications, pattern recognition systems are designed a priori using limited and

imbalanced data acquired from complex changing environments. Since new reference data often

becomes available during operations, performance could be maintained or improved by adapting these

systems through supervised incremental learning. To avoid knowledge corruption and sustain a high

level of accuracy over time, an adaptive multiclassifier system (AMCS) may integrate information from

diverse classifiers that are guided by a population-based evolutionary optimization algorithm. In this

paper, an incremental learning strategy based on dynamic particle swarm optimization (DPSO) is

proposed to evolve heterogeneous ensembles of classifiers (where each classifier corresponds to a

particle) in response to new reference samples. This new strategy is applied to video-based face

recognition, using an AMCS that consists of a pool of fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) neural networks for

classification of facial regions, and a niching version of DPSO that optimizes all FAM parameters such

that the classification rate is maximized. Given that diversity within a dynamic particle swarm is

correlated with diversity within a corresponding pool of base classifiers, DPSO properties are exploited

to generate and evolve diversified pools of FAM classifiers, and to efficiently select ensembles among

the pools based on accuracy and particle swarm diversity. Performance of the proposed strategy is

assessed in terms of classification rate and resource requirements under different incremental learning

scenarios, where new reference data is extracted from real-world video streams. Simulation results

indicate the DPSO strategy provides an efficient way to evolve ensembles of FAM networks in an AMCS.

Maintaining particle diversity in the optimization space yields a level of accuracy that is comparable to

AMCS using reference ensemble-based and batch learning techniques, but requires significantly lower

computational complexity than assessing diversity among classifiers in the feature or decision spaces.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In pattern recognition systems, neural or statistical classifiers
define class models (or hypotheses), using data samples defined
in a RI input feature space (also referred to as hypothesis space
[5]), and map those models to a decision space to perform
predictions. Exploiting several views of a same problem with
classifier ensembles has been shown to improve the overall
accuracy and reliability for a wide range of applications. However,
generating an accurate pool of base classifiers and selecting an
ensemble among that pool that maximizes prediction precision
are challenging tasks. One key element in the success of classifiers
ensembles that has attracted a great deal of interest in recent years
is classifier diversity measures [6,24,27,37,45,50]. Since diversity is
difficult to assess in the input feature space, these measures compute
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the disagreement between classifiers in the decision space, over
several predictions. Through bias-variance error decomposition, it
has been shown empirically that considering diversity for ensemble
selection improves the generalization capabilities of multiple classi-
fiers systems [5].

Diversity can be achieved via (1) different starting points in the
input feature space, using a learning algorithm trained with different
initial conditions, (2) different sets of accessible hypotheses using
different training data sets (e.g., boosting and bagging) or different
learning algorithms, and (3) representation space traversal that
optimizes parameters, using a penalty term or evolutionary method,
to ensure that base classifiers occupy different areas in the feature
space. In the latter case, the hyperparameters of a classifier (e.g.,
learning rate) define an optimization space [20]. As described in Fig. 1,
supervised learning strategies may then allow to optimize a classi-
fier’s hyperparameters such as accuracy is maximized. Since these
hyperparameters govern the learning dynamics of a classifier, diver-
sity among solutions in the optimization environment leads to ensem-
ble diversity in the classification environment. Diversity can thus be
maintained without relying on costly classifier diversity measures.
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Fig. 1. Pattern classification systems may be defined according to two environments. A classification environment that maps a RI input feature space to a decision space,

respectively defined by feature vectors a, and a set of class labels O. Interacting with the latter is an optimization environment, where each vector h indicates a position in

the hyperparameter space defined according a classifier’s learning algorithm. The representation space traversal seeks to maintaining diversity among classifiers by

exploiting the interaction between these two environments. The basic assumption is that different positions in the hyperparameter space lead to different class models in

the feature space, and thus different class label Ck predictions in the decision space.
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The recognition of individuals based on their biometric traits
provides a powerful alternative to traditional authentication
schemes that are presently applied in security and surveillance
systems. In biometric applications, such as face recognition in
video, the collection and analysis of labeled reference samples
to design biometric systems (during an enrollment of re-enroll-
ment process) is often expensive and time consuming. Samples
acquired from video streams in unconstrained scenes are generally
of poor quality with low resolution, resulting in classifiers applied
to biometric matching that are often trained with limited and
unbalanced data with much inter- and intra-class variability,
Moreover, given that facial regions are often captured discreetly,
without cooperation, they are subject to considerable variations
due to limited control over operational conditions (e.g., illumina-
tion, pose, facial expression, orientation and occlusion). In addi-
tion, operating conditions and individual physiology may even
change over time, either temporary (e.g., haircut, glasses, lighting,
etc.) or permanently (e.g., scars, aging). New informations, such as
input features and output classes, may suddenly emerge and
previously acquired data may eventually become obsolete in
dynamically changing classification environments [21,49]. These
factors contribute to a growing divergence between the biometric
model of an individual and its underlying class distribution.1

It is common in many biometric applications to acquire
additional data and knowledge from the environment or other
sources over time, after the system has originally been deployed
for operations. For accurate recognition of individuals, biometric
systems should adapt their models over time in response to new
or changing input features, data samples, priors, classes and
environments. In this paper, it is assumed that new reference
data becomes available to create new biometric models when
individuals enroll to the system, and to update models of
individuals previously enrolled to the system. Some adaptive
biometric systems have been proposed in the literature to refine
biometric models according to the intra-class variations in input
samples [44]. Indeed, with self-adaptive or semi-supervised
learning strategies, biometric models are initially designed during
enrollment using labeled training data, and then updated with
highly confident unlabeled data obtained during operations
[40,43]. These strategies are however vulnerable to outliers,
dispersion and overlap in class distributions. Stringent criteria
are required for selection of highly confident data, to minimize
the probability of introducing impostor data into updated bio-
metric models. In this paper, supervised learning strategies are
considered, and new data samples are assumed to be analyzed
and labeled by an operator with expert knowledge of intra-class
variations. Labeled data becomes available, for instance, over
multiple (re)enrollment sessions, or when operational scenarios
are analyzed off-line, and can allow an operator to gradually build
1 Typically designed during an a priori enrollment phase, the biometric model

of an individual for matching consists of one or more templates (reference

samples) or the parameters statistical or structural model of reference samples.
the biometric models of a system over time. Adaptive biometric
systems in literature have used newly acquired reference samples
to update the selection of a user’s template from a gallery via
clustering and editing techniques [51]. Others have performed
on-line learning of genuine samples over time to update each user’s
single super template [26]. It is however difficult to represent intra-
class variations with a single template [44].

In previous work, the authors proposed an adaptive classifica-
tion system (ACS) to update biometric models of individuals in
response to new labeled reference data from the operational
environment during video-based face recognition [13]. It uses
the fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) neural network for supervised incre-
mental learning of limited data, as well as fast and efficient
matching of facial regions detected in video streams against the
model of individuals enrolled to a face recognition system. The
authors have showed that (1) adaptation of a FAM network during
supervised incremental learning is a dynamic optimization pro-
blem in the hyperparameter space, and (2) corruption of the
biometric models resulting from incremental learning of new
data can be reduced using an ensemble-based approach [14]. It
exist several directions to address uncertain classification envir-
onments with ensembles, such as changing classifier combination
rules, updating classifiers using the new reference data, and chan-
ging ensemble structure by replacing old or underperforming
members [29]. However, few of these approaches explicitly exploit
classifier diversity when adapting ensembles over time in a context
where to few data are available.

Given the limited amount of data available to design biometric
systems, creating diversity among classifiers through representation

space traversal is an efficient way to exploit those data to provide
reliable classifier ensembles. For instance, with a cooperative neural
network co-evolution paradigm [41], evolutionary algorithms have
been used to create heterogeneous ensembles [52].2 It allows,
exploring a hyperparameter space to train classifiers of the same
type, on the same data, but with different learning dynamics. These
approaches, where classifiers cooperate, exchange information, but
yet have their design and training be independent, have been shown
to provide more accurate ensembles [2,18,32,58].

In this paper, the relationship between diversity in the
classification and optimization environments is exploited for
efficient design of heterogeneous ensembles of classifiers in
video-based face recognition. Under the hypothesis that diversity
in the hyperparameter space is correlated with diversity among
a corresponding pool of classifiers in the feature and decision
spaces, a specialized learning strategy based on dynamic particle
swarm optimization (DPSO) is proposed for supervised incremen-
tal learning of new data. This incremental DPSO-based learning
strategy is applied to an adaptive multiclassifier system (AMCS)
that consists of a pool FAM networks [8] for classification that
interacts with a niching version of DPSO [36]. The DPSO-based
2 This definition differs with respect to certain other definitions of hetero-

geneous ensembles found in literature [37,42].
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learning strategy incrementally evolves a heterogeneous ensem-
ble of FAM networks in response to new reference data. Each
particle in the optimization environment corresponds to a FAM
network in the classification environment, and the DPSO strategy
cojointly optimizes all classifier parameters – hyperparameters,
weights, and architecture – of a pool of classifiers such as
classification rate is maximized. The ability of DPSO algorithms
to find and track several changing local optima in the hyperpara-
meter space is exploited by the AMCS to create a diversified pool
(or swarm) of heterogeneous classifiers. DPSO properties are applied
in a novel greedy search process to efficiently select an ensemble
among the pool of FAM classifiers, based on accuracy and particle
swarm diversity.

This study focuses on video-based face recognition applica-
tions in which two incremental learning scenarios may occur—

enrollment and update of facial models. Performance of this
system is assessed in terms of classification rate and resource
requirements for incremental learning of new data blocks from
two real-world video data sets—Institute of Information Technol-
ogy of the Canadian National Research Council (IIT-NRC) [19] and
Motion of Body (MoBo) [22]. In proof-of-concept experiments, the
AMCS performs biometric matching of facial regions against the
facial model of individuals enrolled to a system for closed-set
identification. Finally, the relationship between diversity in a
classifier’s hyperparameter space and diversity in its feature
and decision space is analyzed for both batch and incremental
learning cases.

In Section 2, the AMCS is described along with the FAM network
used for classification, and the DPSO algorithm used to optimize
system parameters. In Section 3, the new DPSO-based incremental
learning strategy used to evolve heterogeneous ensembles is
described. Application, data bases, incremental learning scenarios,
protocol, and performance measures used for proof-of-concept
simulations are described in Section 4. Finally, experimental results
are presented and discussed in Section 5.
2. An adaptive multiclassifier system

Fig. 2 depicts the evolution of an adaptive multiclassifier system
(AMCS) for supervised incremental learning of new reference labeled
samples. It is composed of a pool of base classifiers, each one suitable
for supervised incremental learning, a dynamic evolutionary optimi-
zation module that tunes the user-defined hyperparameters of each
classifier, and a long term memory (LTM) that stores and manages
incoming data for validation. This system differs from the system
originally proposed in that a new DPSO incremental learning strategy
Fig. 2. Evolution over time of the adaptive multiclassifier system (AMCS) in a generic in

of classifiers. Let D1 ,D2 , . . . be blocks of learning data that become available at differen

hyp0 according to prior knowledge of the domain. Each hypothesis hypt�1 are updated
allow to efficiently form a heterogeneous ensemble of classifiers [13].
It evolves a pool of classifiers, and is now composed of a selection
and fusion module for efficient combination of heterogeneous
ensembles.

When a new block of learning data Dt becomes available to the
system at a discrete time t, it is employed to update the LTM,
and evolve the pool, or swarm, of incremental classifiers. Each
classifier is associated to a particle in the hyperparameter space,
and a dynamic optimization module using a DPSO-based learning
strategy cojointly determines the classifiers hyperparameters,
architecture, and parameters such that classification rate is
maximized [14]. Once the optimization process is complete, the
selection and fusion module produces a heterogeneous ensemble
by selecting and combining classifiers from the swarm, based on
their accuracy and diversity. The LTM stores data samples from
each individual class for validation during incremental learning
and fitness estimation of particles on the objective function [13].
The data from Dt is partitioned and combined with that of the
LTM to create three subsets: a training data set Dt

t , a validation
data set Dv

t , and a fitness estimation data set Df
t .

In this paper, a particular realization of this AMCS is consid-
ered. The fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) neural network [8] is employed
for incremental learning classification and a dynamical niching
particle swarm optimization (DNPSO) algorithm [36] is used for
dynamic optimization. The rest of this section provides additional
details on the FAM classifier and the DNPSO algorithm used
within the AMCS.
2.1. Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network classifiers

Fuzzy ARTMAP [9] is a versatile neural classifier that may
provide a high level of prediction accuracy with moderate time
and memory complexity [20]. As such, fuzzy ARTMAP has been
successfully applied to a wide variety of pattern recognition
problems. It is very promising for fast and efficient for biometric
matching (of feature patterns against the model of individuals
enrolled to a face recognition system) due to its ability to perform
fast, stable, on-line, unsupervised or supervised, and incremental
learning from limited amount of training data. A key feature of
the ARTMAP networks is their unique solution to the stability-
plasticity dilemma. The popular fuzzy ARTMAP integrates
the fuzzy ART to process both analog and binary-valued input
patterns to the original ARTMAP architecture [8]. Several
other ARTMAP networks have been proposed to address this
architecture to specific problems. Members of the ARTMAP family
can be broadly divided according to their internal matching
cremental learning scenario, where new blocks of data are used to update a swarm

t labeled instants in time t¼ 1;2, . . . ,T . The AMCS starts with an initial hypothesis

to hypt by the AMCS on the basis of a new data blocks Dt.
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process, which depends on either deterministic or probabilistic
category activation [12].

As shown in Fig. 3, the fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) architecture
consists of three layers: (1) an input layer F1 of 2I neurons, with
two neurons associated with each input feature (in RI), (2) a
competitive layer F2 of J neurons, each one associated to a
recognition category in the feature space, and (3) a map field
Fab of K output neurons, each one corresponding to a class [8].

In supervised training mode, FAM learns an arbitrary mapping
between training set patterns a¼ ða1,a2, . . . ,aIÞ and their corre-
sponding binary supervision patterns c¼ ðc1,c2, . . . ,cK Þ. These
patterns are coded to have the value ck¼1 if kn is the target class
label for a, and zero elsewhere. Components of the vector a are
scaled so that each aiA ½0;1�, for i¼ 1 . . . I. Complement coding
doubles the number of components in the input vector, which
becomes A� ða1,a2, . . . ,aI ,1�a1,1�a2, . . . ,1�aIÞ. The prototype
vector wj ¼ ðw1j, . . . ,w2IjÞ, linking each F1 input node to F2 node
j, may be visualized as a hyper-rectangle in the RI feature space
defined by all the input vectors a that selected node j during
training. Binary weight vectors wab

j ¼ ðwj1, . . . ,wjK Þ connects F2

nodes to one of the K classes of Fab.
Initially, all the F2 nodes are uncommitted, all weight values

wij are initialized to 1, and all weight values wab
jk are set to 0.

Prior processing each new training pattern a, the vigilance
parameter is set: r¼ r. Given an input a and supervision output
c, the coding field F2 is activated according to the Weber law
choice function

TjðAÞ ¼ 9A4wj9=ðaþ9wj9Þ, ð1Þ

where ðp4qÞi �minðpi,qiÞ, 9p9�
P2I

i ¼ 1 9pi9, and a is the choice

parameter. With winner-take-all coding, the F2 node jn that
receives the largest activation Tjn ðAÞ is chosen, and undergoes
the vigilance test defined by

9A4wjn 9=9A9¼ 9A4wjn 9=I4r, ð2Þ

where rA ½0;1� is the dimensionless vigilance parameter. If node jn

passes the vigilance test, FAM predicts the class corresponding
to jn. If the prediction is correct (i.e., kðjnÞ ¼ kn), weight vector wj

undergoes learning and is adjusted according to

w0
jn
¼ bðA4wjn Þþð1�bÞwjn , ð3Þ

where bA ½0;1� is a fixed learning rate parameter.
If neuron jn does not pass the vigilance test, or makes an

incorrect class prediction, it is deactivated for the rest of the
search process with the current input a. When an incorrect
class prediction occurs, a match tracking signal also adjusts
Fig. 3. Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network.
vigilance such as r¼ 9A4wjn 9=IþE, where E is the match tracking
parameter.3 The network then searches for another F2 node that
either satisfies both requirements, or commits a new F2 node to
encode a if no such node exist. When a new F2 node is committed,
network size is actualized (J¼ Jþ1), and the last committed node
learns the correct output class by setting wJ ¼A and wab

Jkn ¼ 1.
During training, FAM internal dynamics are governed by four

hyperparameters: the choice parameter aZ0, the learning para-
meter bA ½0;1�, the match tracking parameter EA ½�1;1�, and the
baseline vigilance parameter rA ½0;1�. Let h¼ ða,b,E,rÞ be defined
as the vector of FAM hyperparameters, these are inter-related and
each have a distinct impact on network dynamics. While a and E
determine the depth of search attained before an uncommitted node
is selected, and r limits the maximal size of the category hyper-
rectangles in the RI feature space. Although this is affected by
the match tracking signal E, low baseline vigilance generally results
in large hyper-rectangles and leads to broad generalization and
abstract memories, while high vigilance yields small hyper-rectan-
gles, leading to narrow generalization and detailed memories.
During learning, b determines the speed with which the recognition
categories expand to fit a. The algorithm can be set to slow learning
with 0obo1, or to fast learning with b¼ 1. With fast learning,
each hyper-rectangles is just large enough to enclose the training set
patterns a to which it has been assigned. Prototype vector wj

records the largest and smallest component values of training subset
patterns a assigned to category j.

A standard vector of hyperparameters hstd ¼ ða¼ 0:001,b¼ 1,
E¼ 0:001,r ¼ 0Þ is commonly fixed to minimize network complex-
ity [8]. However, Fig. 4 illustrates with a synthetic 2D data base [52]
that adjusting these hyperparameters allows to adapt FAM learning
dynamics with regards to currently available training data. By using
different hyperparameters settings to train FAM, each network learns
different hyper-rectangles to fit the same data, leading to different
decision boundaries and predictions. This diversity of opinion among
classifiers may then be measured using several different indicators
[6,24,27,37,45,50].

It is very well known that ensembles of classifiers can be used to
improve the generalization capabilities of pattern recognition sys-
tems applied in different domains, including face recognition in
video [17,33,46]. But as Fig. 4 shows, varying the hyperparameter
values of several FAM neural networks provides an easy mean to
model the same data with different perspective and generate a
diversified pool of heterogeneous classifiers when few learning
reference data is available. Given this correlation between diversity
of hyperparameter values and decision boundaries, classifier diver-
sity can also be easily exploited during ensemble selection form the
pool to further improve accuracy of the face recognition system [5].

2.2. Dynamic particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based sto-
chastic optimization technique that was inspired by social behavior
of bird flocking and fish schooling. With PSO, each particle corre-
sponds to a single solution in the hyperparameter space, and the
population of particles is called a swarm. Particles move through the
hyperparameter space and change their course under the guidance
of a cognitive influence (i.e., their own previous search experience)
and a social influence (i.e., their neighborhood previous search
experience). Unlike evolutionary algorithms (like genetic algorithms),
each particle always stores its best position and the best position of
its surroundings in its memory.

Originally developed for static optimization problems, the PSO
algorithm has been adapted for dynamic optimization problems
3 In this paper, negative match tracking is employed [10].



Fig. 4. Training data (a) from the P2 synthetic data base [52], and decision boundaries for FAM trained with different hyperparameters that are respectively (b):

h¼ ð70,0:70,0:80,0:85Þ, h¼ ð13,0:41,0:08,0:86Þ, and h¼ ð67,0:73,0:68,0:89Þ. (a) Original data; (b) FAM decision boundaries.

Fig. 5. Evolution of DNPSO particles for different changes in a type III optimization environment using the 2D multipeak benchmark problem [4]. In a video-based face

recognition application for instance, this could be the classification rate landscape in a 2D hyperparameter space. Subswarms (shapes: circle, rectangle, etc.) are created

dynamically around the masters—particles that detected local optima. Subswarms converge toward the local optima detected for the objective function. Free particles

(stars), that are not associated to any subswarms, are free to explore the optimization space using only their cognitive influence. At different times t, the personal best of

each particles is reevaluated to accommodate changes that may occur on the objective function. (a) t¼1, (b) t¼2, (c) t¼3 and (d) t¼4.
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by adding mechanisms to (1) modify the social influence to
maintain diversity in the optimization space and detect several
optima, (2) detect changes in the objective function by using the
memory of each particle, and (3) adapt the memory of its
population if change occur in the optimization environment.
The latest particle swarm optimization algorithms developed to
insure diversity in the swarm are presented in [15,30,36,39].
Change detection and memory adjustment mechanisms for DPSO
are presented in [3,7,25,54].

During supervised incremental learning of new data blocks Dt,
the dynamic optimization module (see Fig. 2) iteratively updates the
hyperparameter vector h¼ ða,b,E,rÞ of each FAM classifier in the
hyperparameter space, and determines the position h such that the
FAM classification rat is maximized. In this paper, the hyperpara-
meter space is bounded by aA ½0;100�, bA ½0;1�, EA ½�1;1�, and
rA ½0;1�. Using PSO to evolve a swarm of FAM networks when data
is learned incrementally over time, such adaptation has been shown
to correspond to a dynamic optimization problem defined by

maximizeff ðh,tÞ 9 hAR4, tAN1g, ð4Þ

where the fitness, f ðh,tÞ, is the FAM classification rate for a given
vector of hyperparameters h, and after learning data set Dt at a
discrete time t [13]. There are three different types of dynamic
optimization environment [16]: type I, where the location of the
optimum changes over time; type II, where the location of the
optimum remains fixed, but the value of the objective function
optimum’s position changes; and type III, where both the location
and value of the optimum position change. In [13], it was shown
that the optimization problem defined by Eq. (4) constitute a type III
optimization environment.

In this paper, the adaptive multiclassifier system (AMCS)
employs the Dynamical Niching PSO (DNPSO) algorithm [36] to
maximize FAM classification rate as a function of its hyperpara-
meters. As depicted in Fig. 5, this algorithm maintains diversity in
the hyperparameter search space by (1) using a local
neighborhood topology, where subswarms are dynamically cre-
ated around masters (particles that are their own local best in
their neighborhood), by (2) defining a minimal distance within
which two masters that cannot co-exist, by (3) allowing free
particles that do not belong to a subswarm, to move indepen-
dently, and by (4) reinitializing those free particles that exhibit
low velocities, indicating that they have converged on a non-
optimal position. DNPSO has also been adapted for dynamic
optimization problems by updating the fitness of the best position
of each particle at each iteration. Using the moving peaks bench-
mark, the DNPSO algorithm has been shown to detect local
optima and converge toward the global maximum in a multi-
modal type III optimization environment [36] (see Fig. 5).

When evolving FAM neural networks, updating the fitness of
the best position of each particle at each iteration would double
the number of time each network are trained, leading to a very
costly process. However, for an AMCS, changes in the objective
function may only occur when a new data block Dt becomes
available. Thus, the best position’s fitness of each particle is only
updated when a new Dt is presented to the system, before the
iterative DNPSO process.
3. Strategy for evolving heterogeneous ensemble of
FAM networks

The DPSO-based incremental learning strategy proposed in
this paper is based on the hypothesis that maintaining diversity
among particles in the optimization environment implicitly gen-
erates diversity among classifiers in the classification environ-
ment. By associating each classifier of a pool to a particle in a
swarm, properties of a DPSO algorithm (to maintain diversity in
the hyperparameter space) may be exploited to evolve a diversi-
fied heterogeneous ensembles of FAM networks over time, as new
data becomes available.
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This section describes the DPSO-based incremental learning
strategy used to evolve heterogeneous ensembles of classifiers in
response to new labeled reference samples. First, a diversified
pool of FAM networks is generated and evolved according to
a DPSO learning algorithm (Section 3.1). This pool (or swarm)
allows for efficient selection and fusion of ensembles of classifiers
based on FAM accuracy and particle swarm diversity in the
hyperparameter space (Section 3.2).

3.1. Generation and evolution of heterogeneous classifier pools

Algorithm 1 describes the DPSO algorithm proposed to generate
and evolve a diversified pool (or swarm) of N FAM networks. During
incremental learning of a data block Dt, their hyperparameters,
parameters and architecture are cojointly optimized such that
the classification rate is maximized. For a PSO algorithm with
n¼ 1, . . . ,N particles, each a hyperparameter vector (noted hn), a
total of 2Nþ1 FAM networks is required. The system stores
n¼ 1, . . . ,N networks FAMstart

n in a short term memory to preserve
networks associated with the best position of each particle
(noted hn

n) at time t�1. It also stores FAMn, the model associated
with hn

n during the optimization process at time t, and FAMest,
a network employed for fitness estimation. To minimize the impact
of pattern presentation order at a time t, FAM networks are trained
using the training data set Dt

t under five different random pattern
presentation orders. To determine the number of training epochs,
cross-validation is performed with the validation data set Dv

t , while
fitness is estimated using the fitness estimation data set Df

t [13].
Overall fitness is defined as the highest classification rate achieved
over the five pattern presentation orders, and FAMest is the network
that yields this highest classification rate.

Algorithm 1. DPSO learning algorithm.
Inputs: New data sets Dt for learning.
Outputs: Pool (or swarm) of N FAM networks FAMn.
Initialization:

1:
 � Set the swarm’s parameters,
� Initialize all N networks FAMn and FAMstart
n ,
� Set PSO iteration counter at t¼ 0, and

� Randomly initialize particles positions and velocities.
Upon reception of a new data block
Dt, the following incremental process is initiated:
2:
 for each particle n, where 1rnrN do

3:
 Train and validate FAMn with Dt

t and Dv
t

respectively, and estimate f ðhn

n,tÞ using Df
t .
4:
 end for

5:
 while PSO does not reach stopping condition do

6:
 Update particle positions according to the DNPSO

algorithm.

7:
 for each particle n, where 1rnrN do

8:
 FAMest’FAMstart

n

9:
 Train FAMest with validation using Dt
t and Dv

t , and

estimate f ðhnðtÞ,tÞ using Df
t .
10:
 if f ðhnðtÞ,tÞ4 f ðhn

n,tÞ then

11:
 fhn

n,FAMn,f ðhn

n,tÞg’fhnðtÞ,FAMest,f ðhnðtÞ,tÞg

12:
 end if

13:
 end for

14:
 t¼ tþ1

15:
 end while

16:
 for each particle n, where 1rnrN do

17:
 FAMstart

n ’FAMn
18:
 end for
During the initialization process (line 1), all the FAM networks

are initialized, and the swarm’s parameters are set. Particle
positions are then randomly initialized within their allowed
range. When a new Dt becomes available, the optimization
process begins. Fitness associated with the best position of each
particle, f ðhn

n,tÞ, is updated according to the new data along
with each network FAMn (lines 2–4). The optimization process
continues were it previously ended until the DNPSO algorithm
converges (lines 5–15). The DNPSO algorithm changes the
position of subswarms and free particles in the hyperparameter
space, and iteratively update each particle’s new position along
with their fitness (lines 6–13). If new personal best positions
are found, the position ðhn

nÞ, fitness ðf ðhn

n,tÞÞ, and network
associated with the personal best FAMn are updated (lines
10–12). At each iteration t, in the cases of equality between
f ðhnðtÞ,tÞ and f ðhn

n,tÞ, the network that requires the least resources
(F2 nodes) is kept. Finally, the iteration counter t is incremented
(line 14).

Once the DNPSO algorithm converges, the FAMn networks asso-
ciated to each personal best are stored as FAMstart

n (lines 16–18). These
networks provide a short term memory of the swarm’s state after
learning data block Dt. When new data becomes available at a time
tþ1, the best network previously obtained at time t ðFAMstart

n Þ serves
as the initial condition, and is copied to FAMest prior training on Dtþ1

each time the fitness of particle n is estimated. For the first
learning block D1, the FAMstart

n networks are in an initial state
(see Section 2.1).
3.2. Selection of diversified ensembles

Once the pool of classifiers has evolved (Algorithm 1), mem-
bers of this pool are selected to form a heterogeneous ensemble,
where each network is trained on the same data, but with
different hyperparameters [52]. In Algorithm 2, DNPSO capabil-
ities to detect several local optima, while maintaining particle
diversity in the hyperparameter space, are exploited for a selec-
tion of heterogeneous ensembles, driven by accuracy and diver-
sity, that does not require computing costly classifier diversity
indicators [6,24,27,37,45,50]. Indeed, those indicators involve
computing the FAM choice functions TjðAÞ of all the networks
over the fitness estimation data set Df

t . In a worse case scenario,
the hyperparameter values are set to grow the largest possible
FAM network such as Jn ¼ 9Dt

1 [ � � � [ Dt
t9. Since diversity indica-

tors rely on classifiers disagreements in the decision space, this
time complexity is OðJn � 9D

f
t9 � IÞ, where 9Df

t9 is the size of the
fitness estimation data set, and I is the number of input features.
In contrast, selecting ensembles in the hyperparameter space
represent a less costly approach. With DPSO algorithms, diversity
in the hyperparameter space involves computing the Euclidean
distances between the personal best position of each particle. The
time complexity of this operation is OðN2

Þ, where the size of the
swarm N is generally smaller than the number of nodes Jn, size of
the fitness estimation data set 9Df

t9, and the number of input
features I.

Prior to selection, the ensemble of FAM networks ðEoFAMÞ is
empty (line 1). Selection is initially performed based on accuracy
and diversity (lines 2–4). During this phase, the ensemble
then consists of the networks corresponding to detected local
optima in the optimization environment, i.e. personal best posi-
tion of the DNPSO masters. Not only this ensures that the
initial ensemble consist of networks that are locally the most
accurate in the swarm, but since DNPSO forces a minimal
Euclidean distance between masters, it ensures that this ensem-
ble is also diverse.
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Algorithm 2. Ensemble selection based on FAM accuracy and
particle diversity.
Inputs: A swarm of N networks associated with DPSO
particles.
Outputs: A diverse heterogeneous ensemble of FAM networks
ðEoFAMÞ.
Initialization:

1:
 EoFAM’|
Selection of the FAM networks associated to detected
local optima:
2:
 for e¼1 to Nss, the number of subswarms do

3:
 EoFAM’FAMn associated to master particle e
4:
 end for
Second selection aimed to maximize particle swarm
diversity using greedy search:
5:
 Compute initial swarm diversity de1e2
for the Nss networks

in EoFAM using Eq. (5).

6:
 for e¼1 to N�Nss do

7:
 for all networks that are not part of ensemble do

8:
 Find the one that maximizes swarm diversity de1e2

for

the Nssþe networks in EoFAM.

9:
 end for

10:
 if there exist no networks such as de1e2

increases, then

11:
 BREAK;

12:
 else

13:
 EoFAM’FAMn associated to the particle that

maximized de1e2
.

14:
 end if

15:
 end for
The second phase of selection seeks to further increase

ensemble diversity by using a greedy search that maximizes
particle diversity. For two classifiers e1 and e2, the pairwise
diversity between their particles, de1e2

, is defined as the Euclidean
distance in the hyperparameter space between those particles.
For EoFAM, diversity in the hyperparameter space is then defined
by the average value of all Euclidean distances

de1e2
¼

2

EðE�1Þ

XE�1

e1 ¼ 1

XE

e2 ¼ e1þ1

de1e2
, ð5Þ

where E is the number of networks in the ensemble. Although
computing this particle swarm diversity has a time complexity of
OðN2
Þ, it was revealed to be the most accurate [38]. Moreover,

compared to training all the FAM network during fitness estima-
tion (in Algorithm 1), the computation of de1e2

(Eq. (5)) is an
insignificant component in the overall time complexity.

Ensemble diversity computed after the first selection process
(lines 2–4) and the greedy search is performed (lines 6–15).
Algorithm 2 iteratively scans through all particles that are not
part of the ensemble to find those that maximizes swarm
diversity de1e2

(lines 7–9). If no particle can raise diversity,
Algorithm 2 stops (line 11). Otherwise, the network FAMn asso-
ciated to the winning particle is added to the ensemble (line 13).
Although a greedy search is not guaranteed to find the global best
solution, it is a monotonic increasing search process that is
efficient in practice [50]. Greedy search has a time complexity
of OðN2

Þ, compared to an exhaustive search that has an exponen-
tial time complexity of Oð2N

Þ.
Once the selection process is complete, the fusion of responses

from selected classifiers is performed using a simple majority
vote. In the case of a tie, simpler FAM networks are favored—the
class is predicted by the networks that require the fewest overall
number of F2 nodes wins the vote.
4. Experimental methodology

The main problem addressed in this research is the design of
accurate and efficient adaptive systems for the classification of
faces in video streams. Biometric systems for the recognition of
faces in video streams are relevant in different scenarios, ranging
from to open-set video surveillance or screening applications,
where criminals or terrorists enrolled to a watch list must be
recognized within dense and moving crowds at major events and
airports, to closed-set access control applications, where indivi-
duals enrolled to system must by identified prior to accessing
secured resources. Other applications involve identification at
access control points, verification of laptop or cell phone users,
etc. In this section, a general system for face recognition in video
is first described, followed by the data bases, incremental learning
scenarios, and experimental protocol used to evaluated the
performances of the proposed DPSO-based incremental learning
strategy. Finally, the protocol employed to analyze the relation-
ship between particle diversity in the hyperparameter space
versus classifier diversity in the feature and decision spaces is
described, followed by the performance indicators.

4.1. Application—face recognition in video

It is assumed that 2D images in the video streams of an
external 3D scene are captured using one or more IP or network
cameras with fast Ethernet interface, and that computer analysis
is performed at a distance. Each camera captures a sequence of 2D
images, or frames, from the external scene, and each frame
provides the system with a particular view of individuals popu-
lating the scene. First, the system performs segmentation to
locate and isolate regions of interest (ROIs) corresponding to the
faces in a frame.

From the ROIs, features are extracted for tracking and classi-
fication. The tracking features can be the position in the 2D
images, speed, acceleration, and track number assigned to each
ROI on the scene [21]. On the other hand, classifiers will require
invariant and discriminant classification features extracted from
the ROIs, and mapped to an RI input feature space.

The tracking module generally follows the movement or
expression of faces across video frames, while the classification
module seeks to match input feature patterns to the face models
of individuals enrolled to biometric the system. Biometric match-
ing is typically implemented with a statistical or neural pattern
classifier. With neural network classifiers, for instance, the bio-
metric model of individuals is defined using the hyperparameters,
synaptic weights, and architecture (determined in Algorithms 1).
Finally, for each video frame, the decision module may combine
and accumulate the responses from the tracking and classification
modules. Given a video sequence threshold, and assuming that
tracking is ideal, the frames are presented to the face recognition
system and predictions for each ROIs are accumulated over time.
With FAM networks, each prediction consists in a binary vector
with one for the predicted class, and zero elsewhere. After a given
number of video frames, prediction for the sequence is the class
with the highest accumulated response. For identification and
surveillance applications, the accumulated response is used as a
classification score and the result is a list of the most likely or of
all possible matching identities, respectively.

Several powerful techniques have been proposed to recognize
faces in static 2D images [56]. A common approach to recognize
faces in video consists in exploiting only spatial information



Fig. 6. A generic track-and-classify biometric system for video-based face recognition.
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(i.e., appearance), and applying extensions of static image-based
techniques on high quality face images produced through seg-
mentation. The predominant techniques are appearance-based
methods like Eigenfaces, and feature-based methods like Elastic
Bunch Graph Matching [56]. More recently, some authors have
exploited temporal information contained in video sequences to
improve performance of video-based face recognition. For exam-
ple, track-and-classify systems (as the one shown in Fig. 6)
combine spatial information with information on motion and
appearance of faces in a scene [13]. Regardless, the performance
of these techniques may degrade considerably when applied in
real-world applications.

In addition to difficulties mentioned earlier, video-based face
recognition remains a very challenging problem since faces captured
in video frames are typically low quality and generally small. More-
over, there are limitations associated with the camera and techniques
used for segmentation, scaling, filtering, feature extraction, and
classification (e.g., resolution and noise) [19,34,57].

4.2. Video data bases

In this paper, experiments are performed by applying AMCS to
video-based face recognition in a closed-set access control (iden-
tification) applications. Proof-of-concept simulations are per-
formed with two real-world video data bases for face recognition.

The first data base was collected by the Institute for Informa-
tion Technology of the Canadian National Research Council
(IIT-NRC) [19]. It is composed of 22 video sequences captured
from eleven individuals positioned in front of a computer. For
each individual, two color video sequences of about fifteen
seconds are captured at a rate of 20 frames per seconds with an
Intel web cam of a 160�120 resolution that was mounted on a
computer monitor. Of the two video sequences, one is dedicated
to training and the other to testing. They are taken under
approximately the same illumination conditions, the same setup,
almost the same background, and each face occupies between 1/4
and 1/8 of the image. This data base contains a variety of
challenging operational conditions such as motion blur, out of
focus factor, facial orientation, facial expression, occlusion, and
low resolution. The number of ROIs detected varies from class to
class, ranging from 40 to 190 for one video sequences.

The second video data base is called Motion of Body (MoBo),
and was collected at Carnegie Mellon University under the
HumanID project [22]. Each video sequence shows one of 25
different individuals on a tread-mill so that they move their heads
naturally to four different motion types when walking: slowly,
fast, on an inclined surface, and while carrying an object. Six Sony
DXC 9000 cameras, with a resolution of a 640�480 pixels, are
positioned at different locations around the individuals. Only
the video sequences with visible faces were kept: full frontal view
and both sides with an angle of about 701 with the full frontal view.

In both cases, segmentation is performed using the Viola–
Jones algorithm included in the OpenCV C/Cþþ computer vision
library. For the IIT-NRC database, the small regions of interest
(ROIs) produced are converted in gray scale and normalized to
24�24 images where the eyes are aligned horizontally, with a
distance of 12 pixels between them. Principal Component Analy-
sis is then performed to reduce the number of features. The 64
features with the greatest eigenvalues are extracted and vector-
ized into a¼ fa1,a2, . . . ,a64g, where each feature aiA ½0;1� are
normalized using the min–max technique. Learning is done with
ROIs extracted from the first series of video sequences (1527
ROIs) while testing is done with ROIs extracted from the second
series of video sequences (1585 ROIs). The ROIs obtained with the
MoBo data base where processed with Local Binary Pattern and
Principal Component Analysis to produce 32 features vectors, also
normalized using the min–max technique. ROIs from sequences
for each type of walk and view are divided in two; the first half is
used for learning and the second half, for testing. This yields a
total of 36374 learning patterns and 36227 test patterns. In both
cases, the number of features was fixed after error convergence
with a 1NN classifier trained on the learning data bases and tested
on the test data base.

4.3. Incremental learning scenarios

Prior to computer simulations, each video data set is divided in
blocks of data Dt, where 1rtrT , to emulate the availability of T

successive blocks of training data to the AMCS during a biometric
identification application. Supervised incremental learning is
performed according to two different scenarios.

Enrollment. In this scenario, each block contains ROIs of
individuals that are not enrolled to the system. Classes are added
incrementally to the system, one at a time. To assess AMCS
performance for K classes, the first learning block D1 is composed
of two classes, and each successive block Dt, where 2rtrK�1,
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contains the ROIs captured in a video sequence corresponding to
an individual that has not previously been enrolled to the system.
For each Dt, performance is only evaluated for existing classes.
To insure the invariance of results to class presentation orders,
this experiment is performed using five different random class

presentation orders.
Update. In this scenario, each block contains ROIs of individuals

that have previously been enrolled to the system. It is assumed
that at a given time, the ROIs of an individual is captured in a
video sequence, and then learned by the system to refine its
internal models. To assess AMCS performance, all classes are
initially learned with the first data block D1 and are updated one
class at a time with blocks D2 through DKþ1. In order to better
observe cases where classes are not initially well defined, block D1

is composed of 10% of the data for each class, and each subse-
quent block Dt, where 2rtrKþ1, is composed of the remaining
90% of one specific class. Here again, invariance to class order
presentation is insured by repeating this experimentation with
five different class presentation orders.

4.4. Experimental protocol

To illustrate (1) the performance of Algorithm 1 with different
ensemble selection methods and (2) the impact of diversity in the
optimization environment on the models in the classification
environment, the results of two experiments are presented in this
paper. The performance of the proposed DPSO-based learning
strategy is first evaluated and compared with various techniques
to generate and select classifiers during supervised incremental
learning of data blocks Dt. Secondly, the correlation between
particle diversity among particles in a swarm (in the hyperpara-
meter) space and diversity among classifiers in an ensemble (in
the feature and decision space) is shown empirically.

The DNPSO parameters used for both experiments are shown in
Table 1. Weight values fw1,w2g were defined as proposed in [28],
and to detect a maximal number of local optima, no constraints
were considered regarding the number of subswarms. Since Eucli-
dean distances between particles are measured with the DNPSO
algorithm, the swarm evolves in a normalized R4 space to avoid any
bias due to the domain of each hyperparameter. Before being
applied to FAM, particle positions are denormalized to fit the
hyperparameters domain. For each new blocks of data Dt, the DPSO
optimization process is set to either stop after 10 iterations without
improving the classification rate of the best FAM network ðFAMnn ,tÞ

classification rate, or after maximum 100 iterations.
Learning is performed over ten trials using ten-fold cross-

validation with the LTM used as specified in [13]. The proportion
of Dt assign to the LTM, and the maximal number of patterns for
each class present in the LTM, are respectively set to lD ¼ 1=6 and
9LTM9k ¼ 20. Out of the 10 folds, eight are dedicated to training
ðDt

tÞ, one fold is combined with half of LTM to validate and
determine the number of FAM training epochs ðDv

t Þ, and the
remaining fold is combined with the other half of the LTM to
Table 1
DNPSO parameters.

Parameter Value

Swarm’s size N 40

Weights fw1 ,w2g {0.73,2.9}

Maximal number of subswarms 1

Maximal size of each subswarm 4

Neighborhood size 5

Minimal distance between two

masters

0.1

Minimal velocity of free particles 0.0001
estimate the fitness of each particle during the DPSO algorithm
ðDf

t Þ. Between successive training epochs, the presentation order
of training patterns is changed randomly. Within each trial, five
different replications are performed using different class presen-
tation order, for a total of 50 replications.

The simulations evaluate the performance achieved during
both incremental learning scenarios of new data blocks Dt, where
AMCSs employ the DPSO-based strategy proposed in Section 3
(Algorithms 1 and 2) to evolve heterogeneous ensemble indicated
by LBESTSþd (local best particles combined with the diversity
greedy search). This system is compared to AMCSs using the
DPSO-based strategy but with different ensemble selection tech-
niques, in particular:
�
 GREEDYa ’ the ensemble of FAM networks found using
greedy search based on accuracy [50],

�
 SWARM ’ the ensemble of FAM networks build with the

entire swarm, and

�
 GBEST ’ the FAM network corresponding to the DPSO global

best solution.

For references, the performance is also given for an AMCS that
uses the entire swarm of FAMs trained with a canonical PSO batch
learning strategy [20] ðPSOBÞ, and a single kNN classifier that also
performs batch learning. At a given time t, batch learning consist
of initializing the system, and learning all the data blocks Dt

accumulated so far, Bt ¼D1 [ � � � [ Dt [20].
Additional experiments (presented in Fig. 7) verify the hypoth-

esis under which particle diversity in the optimization environ-
ment is correlated to that of ensemble classifier diversity, where
each classifier is associated to a particle. Experiments are per-
formed in two steps: (1) optimization during supervised batch
learning of the whole IIT-NRC data base with the DPSO learning
strategy, and (2) particles expansion.

Prior to optimization of hyperparameters, the normalized search
space is bound by a constraint of 0.2. Once the global best
hyperparameter values are found, an ensemble is formed with 17
FAM networks, each one associated with a particle organized into a
hypercube centered around the global best in the normalized R4

hyperparameter space. One particle is centered at the global best
while the other 16 ð24

Þ are positioned as a 4 dimensions hypercube
around the center. To change the diversity level, all particles are
initially situated at the same position of the global best, and the size
of the hypercube is gradually expanded up to the value of the
constraint to form different swarms (each noted by a different color
in Fig. 7b). The expansion of this hypercube will affect a change on
diversity in the hyperparameter space.

4.5. Performance evaluation and diversity indicator

The average performance of AMCSs is assessed in terms of
classification rate over a sequence of one or more ROIs, and
resource requirements. The classification rate for single facial images

(ROIs) is the ratio of correct predictions over all test set predictions,
where each ROIs is tested independently. Note that classification
decisions produced for a single image are considered to be the
most conservative performance metric, and it is used for fitness
estimation in Algorithms 1 and 2. However, for the video-based face
recognition application, classification rate for video sequences (over
two or more ROIs), the result of the fusion between the tracking and
classification module, is used. Given video sequences, it is the ratio
of correct predictions over all predictions made by the AMCS
accumulated response over a fixed number of video frames. For
unbalanced data bases (i.e., video sequences of different length),
classification rate for a number of frames exceeding the length of
shorter sequences are computed with predictions obtained with all



Table 2
Contingency table used to compute diversity among ensemble classifiers with the

Q statistic and correlation coefficient.

FAMe2
correct FAMe2

incorrect

FAMe1
correct N11 N10

FAMe1
incorrect N01 N00

Fig. 7. Example of the particle positions for a 2D objective function (a) and 2D projection, obtained using Sammon’s mapping of the particle positions in the R4

hyperparameter space (b). The swarm is organized into a hypercube centered around the global best in the in the normalized R4 hyperparameter space. The hypercube

gradually expands, linearly changing particle diversity and affecting the corresponding ensemble of classifiers. (a) 2D example; (b) 2D projection.
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ROIs of the latter. The accuracy of AMCSs is also evaluated with
cumulative match curves (CMC) [35]. These curves estimate the
ranking capabilities of a classification system for identification
applications by providing a cumulative a posteriori probability
estimation of having a correct prediction according to rank.

Resource requirements of AMCSs that employ the DPSO
learning strategy is measures in terms of compression. That is,
the average number of training patterns, contained in all Dt

t

presented to the AMCS, per category prototype in the classifier.
For FAM networks, compression refers to the average number
of training patterns per neuron in the F2 layer. For ensembles, it is
the total number of F2 layer nodes for all classifiers in the
ensemble. Since learning with kNN consist of memorizing the
training data set Dt

t , compression in this case is always one.
While particle swarm diversity is computed using Eq. (5),

three pairwise indicators are used to compute correlation,
or diversity, between two ensemble’s classifiers e1 and e2. As
with most measures present in literature, the Q statistic and the
correlation coefficient [50] rely on classifier disagreement to
compute correlation among classifiers. On the other hand, a
specialized ambiguity indicator, inspired by margin theory [47],
is used to compute FAM network diversity. For two ensemble
classifiers e1 and e2, and a given data set (in our case the fitness
estimation data set Df

t), each pairwise indicator is computed as
followed:
1.
 The Q statistic

Qe1e2
A ½0;1� ¼

N11N00�N10N01

N11N00þN10N01
, ð6Þ

where N11, N00, N10, and N01 are the number of patterns for
each combination of correct and incorrect predictions by
classifiers e1 and e2 on the given data set (see Table 2).
2.
 Correlation coefficient

re1e2
A ½0;1� ¼

N11N00�N10N01ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðN11þN10ÞðN01þN00ÞðN11þN01ÞðN10þN00Þ

p ,

ð7Þ
3.
 Specialized ambiguity indicator for FAM networks Given a
pattern a, the FAM network selects the F2 winning node jn,
corresponding to the highest choice function TjðaÞ, and pre-
dicts class kðjnÞ. FAM ambiguity is defined by

tA ½0;1� ¼ Tjn ðaÞ�maxðTjðaÞ,kakn
Þ: ð8Þ
Diversity between two FAM classifiers e1 and e2 is defined by
the sum of the ambiguity differences for all patterns in the
fitness estimation data set ð9Df

t9Þ

Dye1e2
A �0,9Df

t9� ¼
X9Df

t 9

9te1
�te2

9: ð9Þ
Ensemble diversity is then defined as the average value
deprived from all combination of the pairwise classifier diversity

indicators, computed in the same manner as Eq. (5). Measures

from Eqs. (6), (7), and (9) are noted: Qe1e2
, Dre1e2

, and Dye1e2
.

Higher ensemble diversity is observed for low correlation indica-

tors values (Qe1e2
and Dre1e2

) and for high values of the FAM

diversity indicator ðDye1e2
Þ.
5. Results and discussion

5.1. Performance for single images (ROIs)

To assess the performance of ensembles evolved using the
DPSO-based learning strategy, Figs. 8 and 9 present the average
classification rate obtained with single facial regions of interest
(ROIs), compression, and ensemble size achieved versus the
number of data blocks Dt. Results obtained after learning all
IIT-NRC and MoBo data bases with both learning scenarios are
shown in Tables 3 and 4. For both incremental learning scenarios,
results are shown for AMCSs that employs the DPSO-based strategy
proposed in Section 3 ðLBESTSþdÞ. It is compared to ensembles
formed with the entire swarm of FAM networks (SWARM) and the
global best network only (GBEST). In all cases, the accuracy-based
greedy search [50] ðGREEDYaÞ is unable to improve the recognition
capabilities of the single global best network (GBEST). Its perfor-
mances are thus not shown. For reference, performance is also
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Fig. 8. Average classification rate, compression, and ensemble size of the AMCS versus blocks of IIT-NRC data learned during the enrollment scenario. Performance was

evaluated during incremental learning for the AMCS with different ensemble selection techniques and the global best network alone (GBEST). The performance of the

whole swarm optimized during batch learning (PSOB) and kNN are shown for reference. Error bars correspond to the 90% confidence interval.
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Fig. 9. Average classification rate, compression, and ensemble size of the AMCS versus blocks of IIT-NRC data learned during the update scenario. Performance was

evaluated during incremental learning for the AMCS with different ensemble selection techniques and the global best network alone (GBEST). The performance of the

whole swarm optimized during batch learning (PSOB) and kNN are shown for reference. Error bars correspond to the 90% confidence interval.
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Table 3
Average classification rate (in percentage), compression and ensemble size after incremental learning of all the IIT-NRC and MoBo data

bases for the enrollment scenario. Each cell is presented with the 90% confidence interval.

Type of learning method Incremental Batch

LBESTSþd SWARM GBEST PSOB kNN

IIT-NRC data base
Classification rate (%) 82.370.4 82.870.4 74.970.6 82.770.2 80.970.3

Compression 0.3870.03 0.1370.01 872 0.06270.003 170

Ensemble size 12.870.6 4070 170 4070 170

MoBo data base
Classification rate (%) 9272 9175 89.270.7 94.970.1 94.570.1

Compression 1.370.1 0.4870.02 9.070.9 0.0970.02 170

Ensemble size 12.170.4 4070 170 4070 170

Table 4
Average classification rate (in percentage), compression and ensemble size after incremental learning of all the IIT-NRC and MoBo data

bases for the update scenario. Each cell is presented with the 90% confidence interval.

Type of learning method Incremental Batch

LBESTSþd SWARM GBEST PSOB kNN

IIT-NRC data base
Classification rate (%) 81.770.3 82.570.3 74.770.7 82.770.3 80.970.3

Compression 0.3670.02 0.1170.01 5.170.4 0.06270.003 170

Ensemble size 11.970.5 4070 170 4070 170

MoBo data base
Classification rate (%) 92.870.3 9573 8772 94.970.1 94.570.1

Compression 1.170.1 0.3770.02 1272 0.0970.01 170

Ensemble size 13.070.8 4070 170 4070 170
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shown for batch learning with an ensemble formed with the entire
swarm ðPSOBÞ and the k nearest neighbors algorithm (kNN). For face
recognition on single ROIs from the IIT-NRC data base, Arandjelovic
et al. [1] was able to achieve a classification rate of 91%, while
Gorodnichy [19] obtained a classification of 80%. In both cases, batch
learning was performed with settings in [19]; that is, the features
are vectorized as unprocessed gray scale values of the 24�24
images and one class was used to verify the false acceptance rate
rather than the classification rate. No such results are available for
the MoBo data base.

For the enrollment scenario, only two classes are present at the
beginning of the learning process. Class decision boundaries are
initially simple and classification rates are high. As classes are
added, these boundaries become more complex, leading to a
decline in classification rate (see Fig. 8). When the AMCS is used
with the global best only (GBEST), compression also diminishes
considerably. While this is also true when the AMCS uses batch
learning ðPSOBÞ, compression and ensemble size for the AMCS
with both ensembles methods remains stable during incremental
learning.

As expected, after training on all data, GBEST gives the lowest
classification rate, while all other solutions give classification
rates between 81% and 83% (see Fig. 8, Table 3). Using LBESTSþd

gives classification rate comparable to that of SWARM throughout
all the enrollment process, except after learning new blocks at
times t¼2 and t¼10. However, as compression and ensemble size
show (in Table 3), LBESTSþd is able to achieve this accuracy with a
third of the resources.

Results with the MoBo data base are consistent with those
obtained with the IIT-NRC data (see Table 3). However, since
position of individuals and video cameras used in the MoBo
protocol are fixed, data acquisition is more constrained than with
the IIT-NRC data base. Class distributions are more compact and less
likely to vary significantly from one block to the next. Classification
rate and compression follow similar trends excepted that they are
generally higher than with the IIT-NRC data base.

The overall phenomena observed during enrollment resemble
the performance observed for the update scenario. The main
difference is that all class distributions are defined from the
outset, in D1, and the AMCS initially has knowledge of the entire
classification problem. Due to limited learning data, knowledge of
the problem is however incomplete and decision boundaries in
the input feature space are then poorly defined, leading to a low
classification rate (see Fig. 9). As classes are updated incremen-
tally, accuracy of the face recognition system tends to increase.
The highest classification rate are again obtained with LBESTSþd

and SWARM (Table 4). Although the AMCS with LBESTSþd uses
about one third of resources used by SWARM, both selection
techniques have comparable accuracy over all data blocks, except
at times t¼ f10;12g.

Two differences are observed at the beginning of the learning
process with batch learning methods. When using the AMCS with
batch learning, the LTM is unnecessary, and all the cumulative
data from successive blocks is directly assigned to the training,
validation, and fitness estimation (Dt

t , Dv
t , and Df

t). Therefore,
fewer data samples are used for validation during network
training and fitness estimation on the objective function, leading
to a lower classification rate than those obtained with the LTM.
Secondly, in contrast with FAM, where the Webber Law choice
function computes city block distances (L1 norm), kNN instead
computes Euclidean distances (L2 norm). It only relies on valida-
tion data only to set the value of k, and does not perform
sequential learning (i.e., it is not sensitive to patterns order
presentation). As such, it performs well if only few samples are
available to define decision boundaries in a complex classification
environment where all classes are defined. However, it must store
all cumulative training data in memory, and requires a greater
time complexity for matching input patterns to an output class.
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Indeed, to perform predictions, FAM networks complement code
the I features, computes the choice function for the J category
prototypes in the ensemble, and find the best for each FAM, a time
complexity of Oð2IJÞ. On the other hand, kNN computes the
Euclidean distance for each J category and ranks the solutions
to find the best k, a time complexity of OðkIJlogðJÞÞ. For equal
compression values, matching an input pattern to a class is thus a
simpler task with a FAM classifiers, and the difference between
the two increases over time, has more category prototype are
include in the AMCS.

Results with the IIT-NRC data are once again confirmed by
those obtained with the MoBo data (see Table 4). As with the
enrollment scenario, class distributions are more compact and
both classification rate and compression are higher. However,
updating classes through batch learning yields a higher classifica-
tion rate at the expense of lower compression.

With DNPSO parameters presented in Table 1, the AMCS was
able to find on average 6.470.1 local maxima (with the 90%
confidence interval) during the enrollment scenario, and 6.370.1
for the update scenario. Using the greedy search to select
classifiers that maximize particle diversity ðLBESTSþdÞ nearly
doubles the average number of classifiers used in the ensembles
to 12.770.2 and 12.270.1 FAM networks, respectively (see
Figs. 8c, 9c). These ensembles yield a classification rate compar-
able to that of the AMCS with SWARM, and are efficiently
obtained by maximizing particle diversity in the hyperparameter
space. For instance, if the greedy search process where driven by
classifier diversity in the classification environment, this would
involve the costly computation of the Weber function (Eq. (1)) of
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scenario.
every nodes of all FAM networks over each Df
t pattern every time

a network is added to the ensemble by Algorithm 2.
Note that, to initially find more local optima, the ratio

9swarm9=9neighborhood9 could be raise. But whereas large
swarms would lead to a large number of fitness evaluation,
unnecessarily slowing the DPSO optimization process, small
neighborhoods sizes leads local optima detection that is very
sensitive to noise on the objective function. The choice of those
(DNPSO) parameters is problem dependent.

5.2. Performance for video-streams (multiple ROIs)

For video-based face recognition, classification is typically
performed by accumulating the response of a classifier over
several video frames. For both scenarios, Fig. 10 presents the
evolution of the classification rate for video sequences achieved
by the proposed system ðLBESTSþdÞ as a function of the number
of ROIs used to perform identification, and Fig. 11 shows the
cumulative match curves (CMC) for different number of ROIs used
to perform identification. Table 5 presents the number of ROIs
necessary to achieve an average classification rate statistically
comparable to 100%, for all tested cases and both data bases.
Comparison with other video-based face recognition systems
from the literature is presented in Table 6 for both IIT-NRC and
MoBo data bases.

As Fig. 10 shows, the video-based classification rate for both
scenarios follow the same trends as when the system is tested
with single ROIs (Figs. 8, 9). When classes are enrolled incremen-
tally (Fig. 10a), class decision boundaries becomes more complex
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Table 5
Number of ROIs necessary to achieve a classification rate comparable to 100% for

video-based face recognition after learning the entire IIT-NRC and MoBo data

bases through both incremental learning scenarios with the AMCS.

Type of learning method Incremental Batch

LBESTSþd SWARM GBEST PSOB kNN

IIT-NRC data base
Number of ROIs during enrollment 24 23 never 19 24

Number of ROIs during update 25 20 never 19 24

MoBo data base
Number of ROIs during enrollment 15 30 16 32 16

Number of ROIs during update 27 25 16 32 16

Table 6
Comparison of the DPSO-based learning strategy with other authors on the IIT-

NRC and MoBo data bases. Classification rates where obtained for recognition on

video sequences.

IIT-NRC data base
Proposed

syst.

Arandjelovic

et al. [1]

Gorodnichy

[19]

Tangelder

et al. [48]

Wang

et al. [53]

100% 100% 95% 95% 93%

MoBo data base
Proposed

syst.

Cevikalp et al.

[11]

Hadid et al.

[23]

Liu et al. [31] Wang

et al. [55]

Zhou

et al. [57]

100% 98% 94% 99% 94% 100%
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in time. Accuracy obtained with few ROIs then decreases, while
the number of ROIs necessary to achieve a video-based classifica-
tion rate comparable to 100% increases. On the other hand, the
video-based classification rate obtained after updating classes
through incremental learning grows over time, as new blocks of
data become available. When blocks are available, the AMCS
needs fewer ROIs to achieve a higher video-based accuracy and
it is eventually comparable to 100% with the same number of ROIs
as during enrollment.

The effect on AMCS accuracy of video sequence length used to
recognize individuals is also shown in Fig. 11. With each passing
ROI, evidence in the form of class predictions is accumulated. As
FAM networks outputs are binary vector, the number of ROIs that
predicts a class is instead accumulated and used to establish a
ranking through majority voting. The cumulative match curves
in Fig. 11 show that as the length of the video sequences (and
number of ROIs) increases, ambiguity regarding the predictions
diminishes. The probability of the correct class being the first
ranked prediction increases to eventually reach 100%, while the
minimal ranking with a cumulative probability of 100% also
decreases to eventually reach 1.

When both learning and test sequences of the IIT-NRC data
base were recorded, the individuals were all initially facing the
camera, giving a full frontal image of their face. The ROIs of the
first frames are similar leading to classification rates obtained
with the first pattern of each video sequences that are always
higher than those obtained with a single ROI. As the individuals
begin moving, changing his facial orientation and expression,
different facial views, corresponding to data points in new regions
of the feature space, are presented to the system. Since the first
frames of each video sequence are initially present in D1, the
biometric face models are not well defined and these new regions
in the feature space are then unexplored by the FAM networks.
Recognizing an individual toward the end of a video sequence is
thus more difficult. As the number of frames used to perform
recognition increases, correct predictions for each ROIs accumulated
at the beginning of the test sequences are surpassed by the wrong
predictions accumulated with the subsequent ROIs. Until all classes
are updated, this leads to a video-based classification rate that tends
to decrease at the end of each sequence.

In the worst case (the update scenario), Table 5 shows that the
AMCS with the DPSO-based strategy needs 5 additional ROIs than
with SWARM to have an accuracy comparable to 100%. Assuming
ideal tracking performances and a camera that acquires video
sequences at a rate of 30 frames per second, this represents
around a fifth of a second. This level of performance is also
achieved with only a third of the resources (see Tables 3, 4). The
number of additional ROIs needed to achieve a classification
rate comparable to 100% grows to six with ensembles obtained
through batch learning of all cumulative data. Results are similar
with the MoBo data base, except for AMCSs with the proposed
DPSO-based strategy which require fewer ROIs to achieve a 100%
classification rate. The more controlled data acquisition condi-
tions for MoBo also make it possible for a single FAM network to
achieve a perfect video-based classification rate.

Compared to other methods proposed in literature for video-
based face recognition, an AMCS with the proposed DPSO learning
strategy outperforms other systems, except that of Arandjelovic
et al. [1] with the IIT-NRC data base and Zhou et al. [57] with the
MoBo data base. Regardless of the scenario, the AMCS with
LBESTSþd must accumulate about 1 s of video stream to accumu-
late the ensemble responses and achieve a classification rates of
100% after incremental learning of the entire MoBo data base. In
comparison, after performing batch learning of the MoBo data
base Zhou et al. [57] achieved the same result by accumulating
classifier responses for 0.5 s. While Arandjelovic et al. [1] also
obtained a 100% video-based classification rate, the number of
accumulated response to achieve this is not available.

5.3. Particle diversity versus classifier diversity

As mentioned, the DPSO-based incremental learning strategy
is based on the hypothesis that particle diversity in the hyper-
parameter space implicitly generates diversity in the feature
space, among classifiers associated with those particles. Based
on the experiment introduced in Fig. 7, this hypothesis is verified.
Fig. 12 presents the value of three classifiers correlation/diversity
indicators – Q statistic (Eq. (6)), correlation coefficient (Eq. (7)),
and the specialized ambiguity indicator for FAM networks
(Eq. (9)) – as a function of particle diversity in the hyperpara-
meter space (Eq. (5)) when training on the IIT-NRC data base.
Figs. 13 and 14 also show the classifier and particle diversity
obtained during incremental learning for AMCS where ensembles
are formed with LBESTSþd and SWARM.

FAM performs sequential learning of training patterns. There-
fore, decision boundaries created during training depends heavily
on patterns presentation order. Given that this order is typically
determined randomly, prior each training epoch, an ensemble’s
classifiers will differ, even though they were trained with
the same hyperparameters (see Fig. 12). When all particles are
initially positioned at the global best position, this yields correla-

tion indicators that are lower than one (Qe1e2
¼ 0:8070:01 and

re1e2
¼ 0:4770:01) and a diversity indicator higher than 0

ðDye1e2
¼ 0:0770:01Þ.

As the hypercube expands (see Fig. 7), particle swarm diversity
increases linearly. No matter if diversity is computed in the decision
space with the correlation indicators based on ensemble disagree-
ment (Qe1e2

and re1e2
), or with ambiguity in the feature space

ðDye1e2
Þ, classifier diversity (correlation) follows the same trend by

increasing (decreasing) constantly. Depending on the indicator,
diversity in the classification environment changes significantly for
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different levels of particle diversity: the Q statistic differs for

de1e2
¼ 0:26 ðQe1e2

¼ 0:770:1Þ, correlation differs for de1e2
¼ 0:25

ðre1e2
¼ 0:4170:06Þ, and ambiguity-based diversity differs for

de1e2
¼ 0:09 ðDte1e2

¼ 0:1070:02Þ. Overall, results confirm the

initial hypothesis that diversity in the hyperparameter space does

indeed translates to diversity among classifiers in the feature space.
It is important to note that FAM networks are very sensitive to
the match tracking (MT) hyperparameter ðEÞ when it is close to
zero. Indeed, positive and negative values of E have opposite effect
on the dept of search performed among F2 nodes when training
on a pattern a. When a winning F2 node jn leads to a predic-
tion error, positive (negative) values of E restricts (relaxes) the
condition on which subsequent F2 nodes passes the vigilance test.
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With E40 (Eo0), FAM tends to create more (fewer), but smaller
(larger), category hyper-rectangles, leading to narrow (broad)
generalization. This explains the large confidence interval
observed when de1e2

40:3. For two out of 10 replications, the
global best position found during DPSO optimization leads to
global optimal values with EA ½�0:03,0:06�. When particle diver-
sity reaches d¼ 0:3, ensembles are then formed of classifiers with
both positive and negative match tracking values, leading to a
considerable classifier diversity ðDye1e2

4200Þ.
However, as results shown in Figs. 13 and 14, the relation

between particle and classifier diversity during incremental learning
is not as simple as with batch learning. When data is learned
incrementally over time, FAM decisions boundaries may be adjusted
to accommodate new classes. In the hyperparameter space, the
objective function changes over time and regions with potential
optima become increasingly localized [13]. Diversity in the hyper-
parameter space then decreases gradually, and convergence of
subswarms toward local optima reduces particle swarm diversity
below that obtained with the greedy search process. Under the
update scenario, all classes are represented at the beginning of the
learning process, and FAM networks are more complex, which
increases the impact of the hyperparameters used during training.
Even if particle diversity values for D1 are lower than those obtained
during enrollment, classifier diversity is typically about ten times
higher. This increased complexity leads to an increased variation
across the different replications, resulting in larger confidence
intervals for particle diversity. Even if results are comparable for
AMCSs with LBESTSþd and SWARM (Fig. 14a), LBESTSþd still tends
to provide the highest particle diversity.

Meanwhile, in the feature space, FAM networks are trained
using different hyperparameters and different pattern presenta-
tion orders with each passing Dt. As shown in Fig. 13, as new data
is learned by the AMCS, the ensemble of classifiers becomes
increasingly diverse. Figs. 13c and 14c illustrate that, in a context
of incremental learning, there is an inverse relationship between
particle and classifier diversity. As mentioned, the higher ensem-
ble diversity observed with SWARM does not translate to a
significantly higher classification rate for the ensemble.

Note that this does not contradict results presented in Fig. 12,
where a diversity analysis is performed with FAM networks that
are initially all in the same state prior learning the whole IIT-NRC
data base with batch learning. Instead, for each learning data set
Dt, Figs. 13 and 14 present only one point in the particle—classi-
fier diversity space of what is a diversity analysis when using the
greedy search process (Algorithm 2) on a local time frame and
with networks that are in different initial conditions.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, an incremental learning strategy based on DPSO is
proposed to evolve heterogeneous ensembles of classifiers in
response to new data. This strategy is applied to an AMCS for
video-based face recognition consisting of a pool of FAM neural
networks to classify face regions, the DNPSO algorithm to optimize
classifier parameters such that classification rate is maximized. The
dynamic swarm properties are then exploited to perform an
ensemble selection process based on accuracy and diversity.

Overall results confirm that there is indeed a correlation
between diversity in the optimization environment and diversity
in the classification environment. The diversity of solutions can
easily be controlled in the optimization environment with a DPSO
algorithm, and allows for an efficient selection of diversified
ensembles of classifiers. When the AMCS uses the DPSO learning
strategy, the best results are thus obtained by combining the
neural networks associated to the local best particles with a
greedy search that aims to maximize particle diversity in the
hyperparameter space. Although this approach does not ensure
finding an ensemble with the global optimum particle diversity,
this search algorithm allows to select ensembles that yield
classification rates comparable to that of reference ensemble-
based and batch learning techniques, but with only a fraction of
the resources and without the need to assess diversity among
classifiers in the feature or decision space.

While the classifiers evolved using the DPSO-based learning
strategy are defined according to the personal best position of each
particle, the mechanisms for DPSO subswarms creation proposed in
the literature adjust instead the current position of the swarm.
Moreover, as with most DPSO algorithms, DNPSO focuses on
detecting and tracking the objective function’s local optima. Even
if this allows optimization in a dynamic environment, evolving a
swarm of neural networks also requires maintaining diversity
around each local optima to maximize the effect of the greedy
search. Future work should involve devising a DPSO algorithm that
circumvent those issues and is specifically aimed at the creation
of diversified pool of classifiers within the AMCS framework.
A majority vote is employed for classifier fusion, although further
studies should be made to determine an optimal fusion function
according to ensembles selected through the DPSO-based strategy.
Moreover, one could define criteria to specify the face samples from
each learning block Dt that are selected for the long term memory
(LTM) to provide the highest performance. Validation and fitness
estimation (respectively done during the learning and optimization
processes) would therefore be performed using the most represen-
tative data of each class distribution.
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